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Dear Friend, dear manufacturer, dear
injection molder, deal product
developer, dear……
The Document you are about to read (or
skim, if you are as busy as the rest of us)
is an introduction to Freeform Injection
Molding (FIM) – the platform we have
built to merge the best from 3D-printing
and injection molding.
We hope you’ll find inspiration on the
following pages to make your next
hardware development project faster,
cheaper, greener, and certainly more
enjoyable.
Enjoy the read
Lasse Staal, CEO
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What is FIM?
Freeform Injection Molding is a complete
reframing of printed injection mold tooling.
Instead of aiming for the highest possible
number of shots per tool, we have focused on
delivering the highest possible versatility. Both in
terms of materials, and in the geometrical
freedom we offer.
We have built a complete tool-chain to deliver
the highest achievable precision and
repeatability. The Add-Line product range
includes printers, cleaning stations, demolding
stations and a new class of printed tool resins.
The only thing you need to add to get going is
your existing injection molding machine, and the
materials you would normally use for injectionmolded products.
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Why FIM?
At AddiFab, we always found the split between 3D-printing and injection
molding to be an artificial one. Offered the choice, any manufacturer would
want both the short lead-times, low start-up costs and design freedom from
3D-printing and the versatility and scalability of injection molding.
And so we decided to combine the two. We started printing injection mold
inserts using conventional 3D-printing resins. At one point, we managed to
create a resin that was dissolvable. And then things got interesting.
On the following pages, we’ll share some of the experiences we have earned
as we have worked our way through as many injection mold specialties as
we have been able to get our hands on.
We hope that they’ll inspire you, and make you wonder if your next product
would be faster and easier to make if FIM was involved. After all, it has never
been easier to try…
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How to do FIM?
FIM is a three-step rocket that starts in 3D-printing
and ends in injection molding:
1.
2.

3.

Print your injection mold tooling inserts,
using high-end Add-Line 3D-printers and
AddiFab printed tool resins
Fill your printed tooling inserts, using your
conventional injection molders and the
materials you would normally use for your
injection-molded components
Remove the printed tooling inserts, either by
splitting them apart, or by dissolving them

Dissolvable printed tooling is one of the most
important inventions in the Add-Line tool-chain,
and the one element that allows injection molders
to design with the same freedom as 3D-printers.
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FIM is fast
Rapid prototyping used to be the exclusive domain of 3Dprinting. But FIM has turned injection molding into a
prototyping technology that is both faster and cheaper than
3D-printing, especially for injection-molded components.

By enabling injection molders to prototype on their injection
molding machines – with the 3D-printer’s lead-times, startup costs and design freedom – FIM becomes a seamless
bridge from prototyping to production. Once a good design
has been found and validated, a molder may immediately
start producing to select key customers while sourcing the
metal tools that will support the scale-up.

We experienced this ourselves, during the Covid-19, and it
was a great experience to move from concept to
international commercialization in less than 6 weeks.

Conventional
IM
Leadtime
(days)
Tooling
costs (€)

FIM

100

10

25.000

2.500
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• Take a moment to look back at your latest development project. Zoom in
on the design freeze, and on the significant (injection mold) tooling
investments that were needed in order to get the product ready for launch.
Recall the stress, and the paperwork needed to get investments approved.
Not the most pleasant experience…

FIM is cheap

• Now imagine being able to launch an injection-molded product without
those tooling investments. If your team is like most of the other teams we
have worked with, it would do a world of difference to the stress level of
those involved. It would also streamline decision-making, as smaller
budgets featuring no investments are easier to get approved…
• Then think about trying FIM for your next development project. It just
might save you a lot of headaches and lost investments…
• By the way, we hope your last development project was one of the
successful ones – one that will sell enough to recover investments. In a
typical company, that is the case for three out of five new products. In other
words, two out of five products fail. FIM will help you spot those two
projects before investing in production tooling…
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FIM is versatile
It used to be that the launch of a new material was a
main event in the 3D-printing industry. But FIM has
completely changed this game by making the entire
range of injection-moldable materials additive. On
one additive platform, we can do the entire range of
injection-moldable rubbers, plastics, metals and
ceramics. And while we were at it, we also added
insert-molding, over-molding, 2K-molding and film
hinges, to provide you with all the options you would
normally expect from injection molding.
For manufacturers, this has several important
implications:
• You can make do with one single platform for all
your low-volume production needs
• You do not have to ask your customers to
compromise on the selection of materials.
• You can source complex components with the
same lead-times you were used to for the
simple stuff, and with considerably lower risk
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FIM is
forgiving

Most tool-makers will recognize the situation: A
tool has been designed, and management has
authorized the purchase. After 8 weeks of
waiting, the tool arrives – and it is discovered that
a critical feature is off. The resulting rework may
throw the entire project schedule, and lead to
project delays. Blame has a tendency to land near
the tool-maker…
FIM is a powerful tool for design verification. With
printed tools, you get as close to metal tooling as
possible, without actually cutting the steel, and
design flaws may be corrected in a matter of
hours instead of weeks.
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FIM is agile

If you have ever changed the tool on an injection
molding press, you’ll know that it is a tedious and timeconsuming process. Once the physical handling of the
hardware is done, a mold must reach the right
temperature (which usually requires a couple of hours +
a couple of hundred shots) – and then it may be
discovered that a part is not working as it should.
FIM tools are excellent thermal insulators, and run-in is
typically a one-shot story as molds are shot at room
temperature. This allows the injection molder to costefficiently run batches of one, for best-in-class agility
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FIM is seamless
scalability
Lack of scalability is one of the key limitations that is keeping 3Dprinting from gaining wider-spread industrial adoption. But it is
actually also a problem for injection molding. Whereas 3D-printing
is capped on the maximum number of parts that may be
produced, injection molding is constrained by steep up-front
investments and associated minimum order quantities

VS

FIM allows the injection molder to start small, producing only the
number of components that are in demand. The materials used
for these products may be the same grade that is intended for the
high-volume manufacturing, and the injection molding machine
may also be the same. This way, launching a product becomes a
simple exercise of changing printed tooling with metal tooling as
demand picks up. No breaks in continuity are needed.
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FIM has no MOQ*
*MOQ – Minimum Order Quantity

Imagine what it would feel like to be able to launch an
injection-molded product without having to invest in a single
tool. Imagine being able to get 10 or 20 units for that first key
customer, without having to buy 10.000 from the mold maker.
That is what FIM feels like.
Whether you own your own FIM production cell(s), or
whether you prefer to access FIM-as-a-Service, you’ll rapidly
learn to appreciate the simple joy of MOQ-less injection
molding.
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FIM is mass
customization
Most injection molders will have met customers
who want “a few hundred slightly modified” pieces
of a high-running product. Most injection molders
will also have said no more than once, as revenues
from these requests will be insufficient to justify
tooling investments.
By offering agile tool-change, seamless scalability
and no MOQ, FIM is enabling the injection molder
to profitably meet demands for even very small
quantities of products
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FIM is
collaborative

AddiFab is a Danish company, and Danes are known for their
collaborative approach. This bleeds into the way we build our
companies and our technologies, and FIM no exception. The
first machine we ever sold was to a consortium of companies,
and we have often teamed up with specialized injection
molders when we lacked the necessary hardware or
knowledge. In essence, it is often easier to print a batch of
molds, and then send them to an expert molder, than it is to
build the molding competencies in-house
An added benefit is that confidentiality is suddenly much
easier to handle. Instead of sending detailed drawings of a
component, you can simply send a number of printed tools.
Your supplier may then fill them and return them, without
ever learning what (s)he actually manufactured.
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FIM is sustainable
For those of you who want to move your products in a
greener direction, we have good news. FIM is just as
well suited for molding recycled granulates as it is for
molding virgin materials. We already covered PP, PE,
HDPE, ABS and PA, and FIM is fast becoming the favorite
platform for recyclers wanting to make their materials
available for rapid prototyping.
And there is actually more: Since FIM allows you to spot
those products that may turn into market failures before
you invest in tooling and stock, you may avoid cutting a
lot of steel – and converting a lot of material and energy
into obsolete products.
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FIM is spare parts on
demand
Spare parts manufacturing is an indispensable – and
challenging – part of product lifecycle management for
many industrial products. 3D-printing has been
proposed as a cost-effective way to manage spare part
manufacturing, and FIM adds a lot of new power to this
proposition.
A manufacturer implementing FIM to support product
development will automatically be defining an ondemand low-volume production protocol for each of the
components developed with FIM. FIM also excels as a
tool for long-tail management, where low-runner
products may be manufactured in the original material.
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FIM is biocompatible
Medical device manufacturers face particular challenges when
developing new devices. Products will often have to be sterilized,
which limits the number of suitable materials. And they may
need to be fully or partially biocompatible – which will limit the
selection of suitable materials even more.
FIM is a powerful tool for the medical device manufacturer, and
some of our strongest cases have been made in the medical field.
The process itself is a multi-step sterilization, and we have
demonstrated that we can process a wide range of materials
without changing their biochemical behavior.
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FIM is generative design
(for molders)
Generative design and topology optimization were two fields
exclusively accessible for 3D-printers. FIM has enabled injection
molders to contribute with their higher-performance materials, to
deliver best-in-class weight-to-strength ratios. We used to bring a
small, injection-molded lattice called “step-on-me” to trade shows
to demonstrate what injection-molded lattices were capable of.
And then we got ambitious. Our best result to date involves a 70gram lattice and a 4-ton pick-up truck. What would you make, if
you do generative designs with injection-molded metal
replacement polymers?
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FIM is total
product lifecycle
management
We saved the longest header for last, hoping that you’ll
by now have realized that FIM is more than just another
3D-printing platform. As a matter of fact, we believe it to
be the one technology that’ll turns injection molding
into the ultimate tool for product lifecycle management
Think it through: By removing the barriers that have kept
injection molders from prototyping, customizing and
manufacturing in low volumes, FIM is dramatically
increasing the usefulness and relevance of injection
molding for low-volume applications.
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FIM is available for
you – already today
Staying the best kept secret, won’t accelerate any one of
us – which is why we offer our full FIM platforms for
sale, in customized packages fitting your real needs.
Fell free to reach out and let’s talk about how your FIM
on-boarding package might look!
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